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Urdang International Syllabus (UIS)
The Urdang International Syllabus evolves from the Urdang brand which
is synonymous with the delivery of high quality performing arts training.
Following years of successfully training students to be employed in the
industry, Urdang has recognised the need for an innovative and modern
progression for aspiring musical theatre performers. The progressive
grade structure has been devised following industry and educational
consultation. As a leading brand and training provider Urdang applies
its longstanding commitment to the quality standards, approval and
currency of this suite of examinations.

What is UIS?
Urdang International Syllabus was created to offer up-to-date, industry
relevant and well rounded training programmes in various areas of dance
and musical theatre. With a wealth of both industry and educational
knowledge, the Urdang International has applied years of combined
experience to ensure that each step of the syllabi is at the appropriate
pace and level for the candidate, encourages safe practice in both dance
and vocal studies, promotes in-depth study and understanding and gives
candidates the freedom of independent study and opportunity to express
their individual performance style.
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Aims

Objectives

To promote awareness of
the qualities required for
musical theatre

To combine the core
elements of musical
theatre into an integrated
performance

of the syllabus in
Musical Theatre

of the syllabus in
Musical Theatre

To encourage the good
quality and thoughtful
delivery of the syllabus to
candidates

To learn and progressively
improve technical skills in
singing, dance and acting

To offer a safe and
progressive pathway for
candidates to acquire
the skills and standard
to become a triple threat
performer

To convey the intention of
musical theatre material in a
performance
To be able to respond to the
examiner questions regarding
the intention and context of
the material

To lead a candidate
through a systematic training
to be competitive to audition
for Professional Musical
Theatre training or possible
employment
To inspire intellectual thinking
and a deeper understanding
of materials required for
musical theatre
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UIS
commitment

UIS commit to ensuring that the content, quality assurance, examinations
and examiners are of the highest quality. Every effort is made to ensure
that the coverage of skills, styles, knowledge and workload are relative
to each grade and are realistic to the requirements of today’s industry.
Candidates can be assured that the assessment criteria have been
carefully mapped to ensure that the technical standards, levels of intention,
terminology and clarity of task are relative to a candidates grade level. The
recommendation of age group is advisory but not compulsory as long as
the technical demand is suited to a candidate’s ability and facility.
Examination, standardisation and writing teams have all progressed
through a rigorous training and selection process in order to be able to
carry out their relative tasks. The accuracy and quality assurance of the
awarding of marks is tested externally to ensure that an unbiased and
fair process has been adhered to. External advice and feedback has been
sought to ensure the clarity, terminology, intention and standards are
customer-friendly.
UIS aims to provide the best possible service standards in the end-to-end
examination process, teaching support/training and candidate experience.
Urdang International aims to be a user-friendly organisation allowing
access to qualified and knowledgeable staff and advisors.
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Employability and transitional
learning skills
The UIS syllabus is written to focus on the employability and transitional
skills that can be used in the wider creative industry sector. The following
key skills are acquired through the Urdang International syllabus:

Confidence
Candidates follow a graduated
pathway where they can gently build
their skills and confidence to be
able to apply material. Confidence
is built through independent work
and performance in an examination.
Examiners are trained to encourage
a warm and welcoming atmosphere
at all times to ensure candidates are
comfortable and reassured. The initial
and foundation levels focus on skill
development and give candidates the
tools and confidence to prepare for
the transition to integrate their skills in
grade 4. This skill acquisition continues
building a candidates confidence in
preparation for vocational college or
employment contract auditions.
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Creativity
Candidates can be
imaginative and creative
with their realisation of
characters and material.
A candidate’s perception
of a character or scenario
can differ as long as
they understand and can
explain the intention/
version they are trying to
communicate.
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Communication
By nature of performance the communication
between the audience, teacher, examiner, pianist
and candidate are vital. This syllabus educates
candidates to focus on the clarity and transfer of
information, motive, emotion, intention and scene
of the material being used. This education builds
intricate communication skills through the voice,
facial expressions, physical movement and body
language. Communication skills are supported by
knowledge and clarity of understanding, UIS test
this understanding in a viva voce in each grade.

Critical and intellectual/
contextual thinking
From initial to advanced syllabus grades, the
viva voce focuses candidates to think about the
character, context and material they are delivering.
There is an expectation that a candidate, supported
by the examiner, will be able to convey their
opinion of the character or piece of work they are
delivering, thus building candidate experience in
communication and critical thinking. The candidate’s
preparation and style of a piece of work will
require independent thinking and research to fully
understand the material they are delivering.
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Mental wellbeing
Personal standards,
presentation and
interpersonal skills
By nature of performing arts,
industry professionals are
their own product. Candidates
focus on the presentation of
themselves, their character
and the critique/praise of their
own work when preparing for
examinations. Candidates learn
to be critical of the character,
material and of their own
performance through gentle
examiner questioning that is
appropriate to the age and
grade of the entrant. Tutors
are encouraged to enable
candidates to consider their
interpersonal skills and personal
thoughts whilst preparing for
examination and should aim
to draw out and focus on the
positive behaviours and mindset
of the candidate.
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Mental wellbeing is
required to be able to draw
the best performance from
a candidate. All examiners
are trained to concentrate
on the positives of a
performance and not
hunt for the faults. The
UIS examiner ethos is to
find marks not lose them.
Candidates will be asked
about the positive qualities
of their performance at all
times, examiners will not
be critical of a candidate’s
performance and will mark
what they see, not deduct
marks for what they do
not see. UIS promotes
a positive learning
environment, a positive,
safe and encouraging
environment is critical to
the candidate’s learning.
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Organisation and meeting work in practice
commitments and deadlines
By nature of examination presentation, the UIS musical theatre
syllabus exercises the candidate’s ability to prepare each element of
their examination before the examination day. All work must be learnt
and no script or supportive text can be taken into the examination.
This requires the candidate to pre-plan their learning strategy guided
by their tutor. Careful thought as to the preparation and timelines of
learning in order to meet the examination deadline is vital to pass
this examination. Tutors and centres will be asked to demonstrate
the planned teaching strategies to support candidates preparing for
examinations in their centre approval applications.

Working independently
and as a team
UIS candidates enter examinations
independently or in a team. The UIS
Centre’s approval process requires
centres to provide the tools and
resources to enable candidates to
work in either an independent or in
a team capacity with the relevant
support mechanisms.
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Language and Viva Voce
All elements of the examinations will be in English. The candidate,
examiner and teacher will be expected to be able to speak English. All
graded examinations have Viva Voce at the end of the examination to
encourage confidence, public speaking and being able to give robust and
engaging responses. The Viva Voce focuses on a progressive system to
be able to produce a well-rounded, critical performer. Each grade has
focused questions that a professional would need to ask of themselves or
could be asked when working in the industry.

Accessibility
UIS is an inclusive organisation. Every possible effort is made to include any
candidate and all applications for special arrangements will be considered
appropriately. Centre approval requires access for any disabled candidates.
The variation of future syllabi will allow for candidates to additionally choose
to select from the following choice of examinations and allow candidates to
choose variations to meet their requirements or preference:
●●
●●
●●
●●

Musical Theatre Singing
Musical Theatre Dance
Acting
Musical Theatre (Triple Threat)

UIS do not discriminate against any candidate or centre for their religion,
sexuality, gender identity, ethnicity or disability. Please refer to the UIS policies.
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Recommendation of Age Groups

RQF Equivelent
Education Level

Entry and level 1

Level 2

Recommended UIS Examination
Age
level

UIS Grade

Preparatory 5 yrs+

Initial Introduction

Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8

6 yrs+
7 yrs+
8 yrs+
11 yrs+
11 yrs+
14 yrs+
14 yrs+
16 yrs+

Grade 9

16 yrs+

Foundation
Foundation
Foundation
Intermediate
Intermediate
Pre Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Entry to teaching
assistant licence
Advanced
Entry to teachers
licence from 18
years plus

Level 3

Ages are recommended not compulsory up to the Advanced levels
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Quality Assurance
Urdang Internally quality assure their exam processes, standardisation
and centres. Quality assurance is moderated both internally and
externally. Internal and external quality assessors are engaged to have
oversight and inspect the processes and quality of the organisation, its
processes and output.
Centres, examiners and grade level results are all monitored against their
averages, and benchmarks. Every effort is made to improve where possible
and a quality improvement plan is revised quarterly.
Centres will be asked to participate in standardisation and will be asked
to digitally film the candidates examinations and keep under GDPR
regulations for a period of one calendar year. Within that calendar year,
UIS can ask a centre for a digital copy of the film to resolve a complaint,
examiner training, standardisation of material or examiner marking and
setting grade boundaries.

Teacher Licencing and recognised
prior learning (RPL)
To be able to enter exam candidates teachers will need to apply for a UIS
teaching licence. The initial licence requires an online declaration and
upload of relevant qualifications. There is an administrative fee for the initial
teaching licence followed by a lesser fee and signing of a declaration for
annual licence renewal. These fees are set globally. Licences can be used in
any UIS centre in any country or for individual self employed class work.
Teachers can offer recognised prior learning to be considered as an
alternative to the UIS teaching qualification. These alternatives could be:
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●● UK regulated teaching qualification in musical theatre, dance, music,
singing or acting
●● PGCE with evidence of subject experience/knowledge
●● UK further education teaching qualification
●● Professional teaching experience in a recognized accredited
vocational environment (for example a CDMT/ CDD/ AMTC
accredited college/ school) accompanied by references
●● UK Level 6 Trinity Diploma/BA Hons with teaching references in
Performing Arts
Teachers embarking on the UIS teaching qualification will be issued a
Pre-qualified teaching licence that will automatically convert to a teaching
licence when the teaching qualification has been passed. This is a benefit
to completing the UIS teaching qualification.
Renewal of a licence will require teachers to evidence and declare their
continued professional development or show a certificate of attendance
from a UIS online course, tech-con or training event.

Teacher Training Guidance
●● Urdang international promotes the sharing of best practice and good
quality teaching
●● Teachers are encouraged to have a teaching qualification in order to
enter exam candidates
●● Teachers are trusted not to teach a subject of which they have not
had professional experience, training or prior knowledge. Young
voices, mental wellbeing and physique can be damaged by lack of
experience, insight and subject knowledge
●● Excellent artistes/performers do not always make the best teachers,
sometimes guidance and training in teaching strategy, methods and
skills is required to assist excellent artistes to become excellent teachers
●● A professional code of conduct is required at all times by teachers
delivering Urdang International Syllabus
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Centre Requirements
Centres are required to complete a centre approval process. This process
enables Urdang International to quality assure the venue and teaching
competence of its centres of learning. Urdang International will carefully
consider the needs of candidates to ensure that a UIS centre can protect
the interest of their staff and students at all times.
Examinations cannot be held at a centre unless the centre approval is up
to date. Centres will be issued with a centre approval plaque and logo to
display publicly and offer confidence to their customers that they adhere to
relevant policies and duty of care.
Centres will need to declare that the appropriate policies and certificates
are in place at a centre for:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Safeguarding/child protection
Health and safety
GDPR
Up-to-date insurance documents
DBS/Enhanced DBS
PPL licences
Chaperone licences for UIS student events (when appropriate)
Teaching qualifications and licences (at least one qualified teacher
per centre)
●● CPD and refresher courses/Tech-cons are completed annually
●● Government school permissions and licences (International)
Further requests may be added if there is a change in regulation in a
country where the centre is based.
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Centre Licence
Centres will require an approved Urdang International Centre Approval
licence. This licence will be issued following the administration of a
centre declaration. A set administrative fee will be charged with the first
application. Renewal of licences will be at a lower charge as long as the
deadline date has been met. Charges differ depending on country due to
the level of administration required for some regions globally. Additional or
renewals of plaques will be charged for according to the cost of production
at the time of application.
At least one UIS licenced teacher is required at each centre in order to
enter examinations for candidates.

International Examination Centres
International Centres will still need to complete the same centre approval
requirements as UK centres. Centres in some regions may be asked to
provide additional evidence specific to being able to deliver education in
that area.
Countries that do not have similar obligations to UK safeguarding, duty of
care and health and safety policies will be given support by the UIS office.
Recommended policy templates can be provided.
Due to the additional expenses required for examiner’s travel, accommodation
and per diem rates, exam costs may vary from country to country.
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Examination Entries and
Certification Process
STEP ONE
●● Each centre will be issued a UIS centre number.
●● Each candidate will be issued a UIS candidate number on receipt of
the entry form
●● Centres need to achieve the minimum amount of entry fees to host
an exam session. Centres that do not achieve the minimum entrance
fee can apply to hub with a nearby centre or attend the Urdang
International head office examination session
●● Teachers may charge their candidates an administration fee to cover
administration time, pianists and cost of hall hire etc. This must not
be applied to the centre entry form. All UIS examination fees are
available in the public domain

STEP TWO
●● Centres will be required to complete an examination entry
form online. This form will be completed from the lowest grade
upwards. IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THIS FORM IS COMPLETED
CORRECTLY as this information creates the candidates profile on
the UIS data system
●● The total fees must be paid online in order to send the exam entry
form
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Example:
UIS MUSICAL THEATRE EXAMINATION
Centre Name:

Centre
Number

Choice of
exam date

London Performing Arts

0001

Saturday
03/03/21

Candidate
Surname
BLOGGS
OTHER
NEXT
KEEP
ADVANCED

Candidate
Forename
JOE
ANY
GRADE
GOING
GRADE LAST

Date of
Birth
01/01/15
06/06/15
01/02/14
20/02/08
20/10/06

Grade Entry
1
1
2
4
9

Fee- GBP
(not real costs)
30
30
35
45
90

STEP THREE
●● Centres will receive confirmation of the
>> Confirmed exam date
>> Examiner contact details
>> Timetable for the session
●● At this point there can be no candidate refund without an official
hospital letter or medical certificate/doctor’s note. This is the only
situation a refund will be considered unless an application for a
special consideration or medical certificate/doctor’s note is made to
the board
●● No changes in timetable or examination date can be made without
agreement from the Accountable Officer
●● Every effort will be made to accomodate exam date choices
dependant on the availability of examiners. Exam dates will be
issued on a first come first served basis on receipt of the entry form

STEP FOUR
●● Centres are expected to ensure that the candidate, centre and date
details are correct on receipt of the timetable as this list informs
the candidates issue of certification on awarding. Replacement
certificates can be issued free of charge if it is UIS error (i.e. misspelt
name) or will be charged at £20 including postage if a centre error
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STEP FIVE - Exam day
●● Please refer to the teachers delivery guide to find out about the
etiquette and process of an exam day. Following awarding the
examiner will retain the marks and return them to UIS exam office
●● Centres are kindly asked to provide refreshments and lunch for the
examiner throughout the day. Examiners can discuss any dietary
needs in the pre-examination telephone call from the examiner 1
week before the session. This call will give the examiner venue
instructions and highlight any issues or concerns prior to the
examination.
●● Examiners will complete a centre feedback report on exam day that
includes:
>> Organisation of the day
>> Standard of centre facilities
>> Presentation of candidates overall
>> Observation of licences, Health & Safety policy and music
licences in public areas
>> Feedback on improvements that could be made to enhance
candidate’s opportunity of achieving the best results

STEP SIX - Certification
The exams office will carry out the relevant standardisation checks and
administrative centre recording before issuing the certificates and medals
to the centre for distribution.

Mark Boundaries
- these are set per
level and consist of

BELOW PASS
PASS
MERIT
DISTINCTION
UIS Outstanding
Achievement Award
(90 marks and above)

All candidates who have passed
their examination will receive a grade
awarding certificate, individual mark
sheet and medal.
Any candidate that is below a pass will
receive a certificate of participation
Any candidate achieving over 90
marks will receive an outstanding
achievement award
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Grade Descriptors
BELOW PASS (0 - 45 MARKS)

Candidate demonstrates limited technique, knowledge and understanding.
Technical ability was of a limited standard and candidate evidenced very
little understanding of their chosen pieces. The candidate’s performance
was under confident and hesitant. There was limited connection to both
material and audience. The candidate was not able to communicate clearly
and confidently in response to tasks set / questions asked.

PASS (46 - 64 MARKS)

Candidate demonstrates a satisfactory level of technique, knowledge
and understanding. Technical ability was of a satisfactory standard and
candidate evidenced some understanding of their chosen pieces. The
candidate’s performance was mostly confident and without hesitance. There
was some connection to both material and audience. The candidate was
able to adequately communicate in response to tasks set / questions asked.

MERIT (65 - 83 MARKS)

Candidate demonstrates a good level of technique, knowledge and
understanding. technical ability was of a good standard and candidate
evidenced understanding of their chosen pieces. The candidate’s
performance was confident and without hesitance. There was some
connection to both material and audience. The candidate was able to
communicate well in response to tasks set/questions asked.

DISTINCTION (84 - 100 MARKS)

Candidate demonstrates a high level of technique, knowledge and
understanding. Technical ability was of a high standard and candidate
evidenced a comprehensive understanding of their chosen pieces. The
candidate’s performance was consistently confident and assured. There
was an outstanding level of connection to both material and audience. The
candidate was able to confidently communicate in response to tasks set/
questions asked.
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Exam Fees List 2020/2021
GRADE

UK GBP

EUROPE - UAE EURO
AED

CHINA -

Preparatory

25

41

167

325

1

30

47

190

370

2

35

53

200

415

3

40

60

215

460

4

45

65

262

505

5

55

75

310

600

6

65

88

360

690

7

70

94

380

734

8

80

105

430

830

9

90

120

480

920

Assistant Teacher Award

100

120

480

920

UIS Teacher Award

150

180

480

1400

Initial Centre approval fee

150

180

480

1400

Initial Teacher licence fee

150

180

480

1400

Renewal Centre Licence

50

60

240

500

Renewal Teacher Licence

50

60

240

500

Minimum Exam Session Fee*

1000

3000

30,000 60000

*The minimum centre fee covers examiner flights, transfers and hotels
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Reasonable adjustments, special circumstances/ considerations
Reasonable adjustments must be agreed prior to candidates entering an
examination. Adjustments cannot be accommodated after the receipt of the
entry form in the UIS booking office.
Reasonable adjustments can be made to the :
●● Examination room
●● Examiners approach to a candidate
●● Allowing a carer/teacher in the examination room
These instances would cover candidates who may have evidenced
behavioural, learning or physical disabilities and require support in the
examination room. An examiner may need to work through an interpreter or
with a hearing loop system.
Prior to entering, candidates can also apply for special consideration
as an awareness to the examiner. These situations will not affect the
mark allocations of a candidates work but will be considered in how
the examination is conducted. For example, if a candidate has an injury
and cannot dance, the examiner can only allocate marks to what they
actually see. If no dance is seen, no marks are allocated. Centres flagging
a candidate with a condition on the day, for example; a sore throat, must
make the decision as to whether the candidate is fit to be examined
or should cancel and apply for a refund/deferment pending a medical
certificate or medical certificate/doctor’s note. Examiners will not make
marking adjustments for illness on the day, again only allocating marks on
what they actually see.
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Appeals on Marking
Appeals cannot be made one calendar year from the examination date.
Centres can make an appeal on marking after the step one process has
been completed. Centres can make an appeal on marking after the step
one process has been completed:

STEP ONE - Initial Complaint
The centre needs to email their concern to the examination office. The
examination office will review the candidate’s result/exam paper in context
with the rest of the sessions candidate’s results, the centre/regional
average and examiners comments. The examination office can choose to:
●● Refer the concern to the examiner for comment/further explanation
and relay this information back to the centre with rational for the
marking decision
●● Refer the concern to the Chief Examiner or Examination Board
Accountable officer to open an investigation and offer an appeal
investigation to the candidate

STEP TWO - Investigation
The examination board will investigate the concern if the exam session was
filmed. If filmed the candidate will be remarked by another examiner.
If the examination session was not filmed the candidate could:
1. Have their mark adjusted if out of context with the comments,
previous examination results or by recommendation of the examiner
that had sight of this examination session. This is agreed by the
Principal Examiner or Examination Board Accountable officer
2. Be offered a retake of the examination, with another examiner, at a
new centre. The candidate will not be charged for the retake but will
be liable to pay their own expenses to attend the alternative centre.
3. Be informed that the mark does not warrant adjustment
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STEP THREE - Further Appeal
If a candidate is still not in agreement following the appeal on marking
procedure they are able to make a complaint to the Board through the UIS
Complaints procedure.

Teacher Training and Refreshment Courses - Tech-con
UIS are committed to supporting teachers to deliver syllabus and promote
high standards in musical theatre training.
By providing a suite of training courses catering for different levels of
teaching experience UIS will be able to assist any teacher with their
own development. UIS will be able to support through regional technical
conferences (tech-cons).Tech-cons will support new teachers with designed
teaching and learning/ strategy sessions and more experienced teachers
through sharing of best practice sessions and guest speakers. Grade work
demonstrations and ‘tips for examinations’ will be delivered at these events.

Tech-con regions
Tech-cons will be hosted by geographical centres where teachers within
the region can gather for the technical conference, break out training,
discussion groups and syllabus refreshment classes. Tech-cons are
currently held in:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

London
Paisley
Sunderland
Dubai
Shenzhen
Beijing
Shanghai
Cologne
Cork

More regions to be announced throughout 2021 onwards. Centre tech-cons
can be booked for schools with larger faculty needs and bespoke training
requirements. All prices for tech-cons are dependant on where and when
they are held.
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Professional Code of Conduct for Teaching and Centres
Urdang International Syllabus has a global code of conduct between:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

The candidate and teacher
Tutor to tutor
Centre to centre
Centre to examiners and the board
Examiners/board to centres and tutors

We ask that all parties uphold a professional relationship at
all times and adhere to the following codes of conduct:

Centre staff members will act
in a friendly, welcoming and
courteous manner

Centres will adhere to
all policies, terms and
conditions and procedures

Centre staff will behave
professionally at all times
with clientele

Centres commit to maintain
a ‘safe’ environment for
candidates to flourish

The centre and its teachers
will act responsibly when
teaching, dealing with issues
or complaints

Centres will act respectfully
to the examination team
to build a good working
relationship

The Centre will only employ
the highest standard of
teacher in line with UIS
guidelines

Centres will ensure that
refresher courses and CPD
opportunities are part of their
annual calendar

Centres must have at least
one licenced teacher to enter
examinations

Centres will act with integrity
regarding their centre appeal
and licensing requirements
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Examiner Selection and Training
Examiners are selected on experience both in subject expertise, examining
or assessment experience and qualification/professional experience.
Vacancies for examiners will be posted on the Urdang International
website. Examiners can apply to interview for an examiner post through
written application to the:
The Accountable officer
Urdang International Syllabus
PO Box
An examination application pack will be emailed to the applicant. All
applications are considered, selected candidates will be offered an
interview, including a mock examination task and standardisation exercise.
All recruited examiners will be contracted to attend examiner training
and standardisation sessions annually. New examiners will attend
three exam sessions shadowing an existing examiner, followed by an
observed examination session by the Principal Examiner before being
allowed to examine by themselves. The next three exam sessions are
monitored by the examinations office until the examiner is deemed to
have passed competency.
Examiners work will be standardised and also subject to random checks.
Observation of any marking concerns will be flagged to the examiner, Chief
Examiner and Examination Board Accountable Officer.
All examiners results will be analysed on an annual basis. Specific
analytics will be used to discover low marking, over marking, trends in
marking/grade expectations and comparisons to previous years. This
exercise assists with the quality assurance of the syllabus being examined.
Examiners can also apply to deliver Tech-con and adjudicate Urdang
International Musical Theatre competitions.
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Urdang International Examiner Professional Code of Conduct

Examiners are expected to follow the UIS Examiner Professional
code of conduct.

Leave personal problems at
home do not bring them into
the examination room

To act professionally and in
a friendly manner at all times
To be smartly dressed when
attending examination
sessions, events and techcons

DO NOT DISCUSS
candidates or candidates
work with the centre or with
a third party

Be prepared for an
examination, be organised
and professional

Examiners can answer any
small queries about syllabus
or suggest the centre
refer their queries to the
Examinations office

Remember you are providing
a service for UIS and are not
royalty at exam sessions so
please remain respectful and
polite at all times

UIS Examiners look to find
marks not deduct them,
examiners will not be critical
of a candidates performance
and will mark what they see

Make a pre-examination
courtesy call to the centre
the week before you attend
to check the final details and
address etc

Candidates questioning will
be posed about the positives
of their performance at all
times

Smile and be encouraging
to all

Support Materials
UIS will provide support materials for teachers and training services to meet
the needs of teachers depending on their experience. Candidates are also
welcomed to Tech-cons to join in masterclasses with industry professionals.
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UIS have a delivery guide which focuses on getting the best results and
experience from an examination session. This guide informs the teachers
about what the examiner is looking for, choice of appropriate materials,
appropriate song and register choices etc.
For grade work not requiring a pianist, teachers can find companies and
applications that offer a choice of quality backing tracks for musical theatre
for example, Musicnotes.
All music permissions must be purchased by the school or teacher for the
examination session/centre

Exam Procedure
●● Examinations can take place at approved centres.
●● One-off entries can be held at Urdang International head office exam
sessions, please contact exams@theurdang.international to book on
the next London regional exam session.
●● On receipt of the examination application list (see Examination
entries and certification) you will be sent confirmation of your
examination session and examiner
●● The examiner will contact you prior to the exam session to clarify
directions, dietary requirements and any previously booked special
considerations. Please note special considerations have to be
applied for before entering a candidate.
●● The examiner will inform you if the exam session will be additionally
filmed for Quality Assurance and Examiner Training and if a trainee
examiner will be accompanying them to the session

Exam Day
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1. The room needs to be set up with a long table, comfortable chair
and drinking water before the examiner arrives. The examiner will
bring a UIS table cloth
2. Please provide the examiner and accompanist with hot drinks
throughout the day
3. Please provide lunch for the examiner in a quiet room or the exam room
4. Examiners will not change the timetable on arrival so please do not ask
5. All candidates need to be held quietly in a holding room until it is
their time to enter
6. When candidates enter the exam room they are expected to greet
the examiner and take their monologue and sheet music to the
accompanist
7. All sheet music needs to be taped in a concertina format, or in a
display folder with clear marking of any cuts. It must not be loose
8. The examiner will follow the tasks for each grade in the same format
set in the delivery guide
9. The examiner can ask questions throughout the examination to
complete the Viva Voce section. In the grades with more than one
song/ monologue appropriate questions can be asked around that
element of the examination
10. When the candidate has completed their examination they must
thank the examiner and the accompanist and collect their music
monologue as they leave the room.
11. The examiner will call or ring for the next candidate to enter
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Tips
Be happy and encouraging
to your students, it’s their
big day

Please do not keep the
examiner talking during
and after the session ,
they may have a long
journey following the
examinations or would not
want to delay the running
of your session timetable

Try to keep calm and quiet
outside of the exam room.
Suggest that only one
parent attend or younger
siblings are not to come, or
maybe leave candidates
at the door and collect
later. Maintain a peaceful
environment for your
candidates

Any queries should go
through the examinations
office not through the
examiners

The examiner will do
as much as they can to
make the candidates feel
comfortable and enjoy the
experience. We ask the
teacher and centre work
with the examiner to make
the day as fluid and happy
as possible for everyone

Available Policies
Urdang International policies can be found on our website.
These policies include:
●● Terms and Conditions
●● Safeguarding and Child Protection Policy
●● GDPR and Privacy Policy
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Urdang International - Bringing West
End Training to the World.
Urdang International has created opportunities for pupils, students, schools
and organisations around the world to access the knowledge and expertise
of Urdang, a highly regarded and well renowned conservatoire of dance
and musical theatre training.
To find out more about our work please visit our website:
www.theurdang.international
or contact:
info@theurdang.international
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Urdang International Dance Competition
Urdang International Musical Theatre Competition
London Summer Schools
International Summer Schools
Consultancy
Workshops
Short courses
International Exchanges
Full-time courses
International Sixth Form/Study Centres
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